Write an argument:
Should your local district spend money building bicycle paths?

It has come to my attention that you may be planning to build bike tracks in our local district; however, this will cost money and I strongly recommend that you spend your money on other more important things like improving roads for cars and here are some of the reasons I believe this.

Firstly, although bike tracks are safer than just riding on the road, the only people who really need the extra safety of bike tracks would be children because adults have riding experience and a knowledge of road rules. Making bike tracks in our district for children would be a complete waste of our money because children under the age of twelve are permitted to ride on footpaths so they wouldn't need bike tracks.
Secondly, the money needed to build bike tracks in this district would be far less than the benefits of installing bike tracks. An example of this is the turnoff at Glen Osmond Road. They inserted bike tracks there and it took over one million dollars and two years to complete and it was definitely not worth it for them, so why would it be worth it for us?

Finally, there simply isn't enough room on the roads for roads and bike tracks. Putting bike tracks in our district would make our roads so cramped. There can either be high numbers of cars and little bikes or vice versa. If we go by majority rules, the decision you should make is obvious.

So, to conclude I believe that we should definitely not place bike tracks in the district because they are unnecessary, expensive and overall a waste of your time.